Mountains Task Grid
I have created another grid (like your autumn term homework) for those of you who want some extra tasks
whilst away from school. There’s no expectation that you do them; I just thought I would provide something
extra if you wanted it, or for those who dip in and out of the daily tasks.
Write a story that is based on a mountain range.
It can be about explorers or people who live in
that environment. You could include the animals
that are found in these places or the mythical
Yeti.

What is an avalanche? Find out what they are
and how it happens. Also, what should you do in
the event of one happening?

Research a natural disaster that occurred in a
mountain environment and create a poster
about it.

Explain why it is colder at the top of a mountain
than at the bottom of a mountain.

Imagine you are going to climb a mountain –
draw a picture of the equipment/clothing you
will need to take with you.

Create /design a meal that would provide the
essential energy required for a mountain hike.
Think about why you would need those types of
food.

There are many dangers that you must be
prepared for when climbing. Find out about one
of the following medical problems climbers may
encounter and how to avoid or cure them:
Hypothermia; Altitude or Mountain Sickness;
Dehydration and Frostbite

Research a mountain climber who survived a
climbing accident. Present what happened as
creatively as you wish.

Write an acrostic poem about a mountain. E.g.
E
V
E
R
E
S
T
Make your very own mountain in whichever form
you wish; it may be a papier-mâché model, a
mountain cake or biscuits or even something you
have created using fabric.

Imagine you are going to climb a mountain –
draw a picture of the equipment/clothing you
will need to take with you.

Write a rap creating rules of how to respect
mountain environments.

Decide what you would include in your survival bag
for a trek up the Himalayan Mountain Range. You
may only take 10 items for you to carry personally.
What will you need? Explain your choices and why
you feel they will help you to survive.
Choose a song which you would play if you reached
the summit of a mountain, and explain why.

Using any media e.g. paints and pastels etc.
Draw a realistic mountain scene.

